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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which HPE device offers a VPN to allow remote employees to
access company resources over the Internet?
A. HPE OfficeConnect M330
B. Aruba 5400R
C. Aruba 2930F
D. HPE OfficeConnect R100
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following peripherals would a company use to take
inventory quickly and update price tags for products? (Choose
two.)
A. NFC device
B. Label printer
C. Flatted scanner
D. KVM switch

E. Barcode scanner
F. Magnetic reader
Answer: E,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
You create a web application. You publish the source code of
the web application to a GitHub repository by using Microsoft
Visual Studio. You create a website by using the Azure
management portal.
You must continuously deploy the web application from the
GitHub repository website to the Azure website.
You need to deploy the source code of the web application.
Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Box 1:
Box 2:
Box 3:
Box 4:
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